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What’s love got to do with it? Everything! If, despite a lifetime of
diligence and hard work, you still search for something that
remains just beyond your grasp, you are stuck in the hamster
wheel approach to life. You may think you want a better job, more
satisfying relationship or healthier body. But, in reality, your
restlessness isn’t about your income, your relationships or your
looks. It’s about feeling incomplete. On this episode, my guest,
Rev. Dr. Patricia Keel, and I will share stories from our own lives
and the lives of our clients. The lessons are a treasure map to help
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Featured Guest
Patricia Keel
Rev. Dr. Patricia Keel is a dynamic spiritual teacher and international radio station host.
As founding minister of Unity of Berkeley and President of SpiritMatters, she’s been
delivering powerful spiritual growth programs for over 17 years. Patricia’s passion is to
awaken and support people to experience their Oneness with the Divine. Initiated by
Oneness University in India, Patricia is one of 9 people in the US offering Oneness
Meditations to facilitate the shift into awakening. She travels the US sharing the Divine
Transmission of the Oneness Meditation. This very sacred Blessing helps to free the
mind from its incessant chatter, worry and judgment. Awakening us to the magic and
bea
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